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MARKETING EFFECTIVELY TO YOUR DRIVE-BY & WALK-BY TRAFFIC
Using the Guerilla Pole™ attached to your favorite sign will help increase exposure of new products,
services, or special events your company wants the people driving or walking by your business to
know you have available. Even if your business is buried deep inside a mall, shopping center, or an
office building, people driving or walking by your location or even blocks away will now know that you
have something special to offer and also reinforce that that your business is there in the first place!
Using a creative, proven and the least expensive product on the market that provides immediate
results is the most effective form of advertising. Think about how many cars and people are driving by
your business every day and don’t know that you have something special to offer or even exist in the
first place. The spinning or side by side motion of the sign securely and safely attached to the Guerilla
Pole™ by either the supplied adhesive backing on the metal plate, Velcro, or the wing nut & bolt
system provides the ability to safely have one hand free to wave, circle around the sign, or even dance
because the sign Guerilla Pole™ holds always allows the sign to be seen and read properly from a
distance. Now it isn’t necessary to hire an expensive professional sign spinner in order to obtain the
results you’re looking to obtain. Any employee who wants to take a physical break from their current

work can easily obtain a little fresh air while regenerating their body to go back to their regular work
environment. With little or any strain on your body, anyone can use this product immediately, and
there is literally nothing to learn. The Guerilla Pole™ is proudly made and patent pending here in the
USA!

GUERILLA POLE™ SPECIFICATIONS
The Guerilla Pole™ is manufactured from a combination of anodized aluminum, steel, & heavy-duty
plastic. The pole with the head attachment when reduced is 53” and the twist cam-locking system
allows the pole to be extended to any height in-between up to 98¼”. All you have to do is have your
sign manufactured out of either Coroplast (similar to the white plastic Postal Service boxes the Post
Office uses to transport mail in) or any similar material and attach it to the pole. There is no limit on
the size (as long as the overall length will fit the Guerilla Pole™) or the shape of the sign that can be
designed. The sign itself can be printed with a single or double-sided image so the traffic from
whichever direction can read the sign. Complete installation instructions are included with each pole.

Please visit our videos at: www.youtube.com/user/GuerillaPole/videos?view=0

FOB: Washington
PRICE: Call for prices

